BLOODLINE

NASEEM
AL RASHEDIAH
TODAYS MOST EXQUISITE STRAIGHT EGYPTIAN STALLION
TO ROAM GODS GREEN EARTH
by Simone Leo z photos by Gregor Aymar, Stuart Vesty, Glenn Jacobs
and Al Rashediah Stud archive

Al Rashediah Stud is one the greatest but also the finest

world’s finest horses with their own home bred stallion

breeders in the straight Egyptian Arabian industry.

after following their unique and unparalleled breeding

Located in the flourished island in the Arabian peninsula,

philosophy. Which had gifted the entire Arabian horse

Bahrain. The stud has grown to be ready to challenge the

world with this remarkable stallion.
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ANSATA HALIM SHAH *
gr 1980
ARABIAN
AHR 219546

AL ADEED AL SHAQAB*
gr 1995
ARABIAN
AHR 611774

SUNDAR ALISAYYAH *
gr 1987
ARABIAN
AHR #387223

NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH
2014 grey, stallion
ANSATA ALMURTAJIZ *
gr 1997
ARABIAN
AHR #540868

ANSATA IBN HALIMA*
gr 15.0 1958
ARABIAN
(EG)

ANSATA ROSETTA*
gr 1971
ARABIAN
AHR 70167

RUMINAJA ALI*
gr 1976
ARABIAN
AHR*134937

IMPERIAL SAYYAH*
gr 1975
ARABIAN
AHR #123258

ANSATA HEJAZI*
gr 1992
ARABIAN
AHR #479624

ANSATA SAMSARA
gr 1989
ARABIAN
AHR #44751
NABAWEYAH EZZAIN*
b 2005
ARABIAN

NK NAKEEBYA*
gr 2000
ARABIAN
Owner ALWARD ARABIANS

NK HAFID JAMIL*
gr 1996
ARABIAN
GASB

NABILAH
gr
ARABIAN

NAZEER*
gr 1934

MANSOUR *
BINT SAMIHA*

HALIMA*
b 1944

SHEIKH EL ARAB *
RAGIA*

ANSATA SHAH ZAMAN *
gr 15.0 1968

MORAFIC*
ANSATA BINT MABROUKA*

ANSATA BINT BUKRA*
gr 1959

NAZEER *
BUKRA*

SHAIKH AL BADI*
gr 1969

MORAFIC*
BINT MAISA EL SAGHIRA *

BINT MAGIDAA*
gr 1970

KHOFO*
MAGIDAA*

KAYED*
gr 1966

MORAFIC*
KAYDAHOM *

MALEKAT EL GAMAL*
gr 1968

WASEEM *
NAGDIA*

ANSATA HALIM SHAH*
gr 1980

ANSATA IBN HALIMA *
ANSATA ROSETTA*

ANSATA SUDARRA*
gr 1982

ANSATA ABU SUDAN *
ANSATA DELILAH *

PRINCE FA MONIET*
gr 1981

THEEGYPTIANPRINCE*
FA MONIET*

ANSATA SAMANTHA*
ch 1979

ANSATA IBN HALIMA *
ANSATA DELILAH *

IBN NEJDY*
gr 1992

NEJDY*
GHAZALA*

HELALA*
b 1992

SALAA EL DINE*
ANSATA GLORIANA*

NAHAMAN*
gr 1989

SALAA EL DINE*
AMEERA

NASHUA
ch 1990

SALAA EL DINE*
7 LUTFIA*
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Owned by Mr. A.Rahman & Mr. Rashed Al Jasmi.

van Schalkwijk - who’s main goal is to insure the farm

Under Mr. Rashed A.Rahman Al Jasmi’s supervision,

and the stud run smoothly as the maintenance manager

Al Rashediah Stud has recently rebuild its team to an

at the farm surrounded by the glittering turquoise

extraordinary level.

waters, truly making it a piece of heaven on earth.

As it goes without saying, the magnificent mind of, Ms.

With the prestige stallion Naseem al Rashediah a trainer

Eileen Verdieck, whom has been and shall always be

and handler with the utmost vigour could be eligible

truly motivated as the director of Al Rashediah. With

to stand by his side, thus undoubtedly, Mr Giacomo

the remarkable drive of Mr. Franck Boetto, the general

Capacci who is honoured by doing so. As already known

manager of the stud, internationally.

as one of the best trainers in the showring today.

Whom pieced together an indestructible, confident
and dedicated team of members whom united -have

Returning back to the living legend Naseem, when

a singular goal to thrive towards, which are united

an experience to cultivate an ability to make judicious

by a dedicated barn manager and foal caretaker Ms.

decisions combined with the steadfast commitment

Christina Doornberg and the supervision of Mr. Chris

required to develop a serious breeding program.
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ADALLAH AL RASHEDIAH
NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | AROUB AL RASHEDIAH by ANSATA NILE ECHO
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HIYAM AL RASHEDIAH
NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | HALA AL RASHEIDAH by NK QASWARAH
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AMIR AL RASHEDIAH
NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | MONIET AL RASHEDIAH by ANSATA AL MURTAJIZ
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Thus the mere idea of bringing a new stallion to the

the first time as the icone for Arabian Horse World.

program is a major decision not to be taken lightly.

I still remember when I saw for the first time a picture of

Specially when a herd of Arabians of astonishing quality

Naseem Al Rashediah. I have never forgotten his special

with their rare blood lines which cant take the risk of

look almost familiar to his sire in the best ways and only

tainting the breeding program, which is filled with

then all was confirmed when he made his debut in front

exciting possibilities tracing back to strong and one of a

everyone to witness in Menton when it all started, not

kind bloodlines to ancestors whom we call legends today.

just his show career, but as a sire to many foals to come

“Breeding SE horses is based on the journey, not the

and multiple different breeding programs around the

destination - as it is with being successful with anything

globe.

in life” as Mr Rashed had clearly stated.
As Mr Rashed said in one recent interview: “breeding
Naseem

Al

Rashediah’s

genetic

potential

was

the straight Egyptian horse with its closed gene pool

immediately seen by the breeders when they decided

and few numbers has more boundaries. More limits and

to chose the world champion SE stallion: Al Adeed al

harder to do than breeding other lines of Arabians. It is

Shaqab as the sire and as his Dam Nabaweyah Ezzain.

a challenge. It isn’t something anybody can do like a flip

The result was nothing less then spectacular. When

of a coin or a magic trick. You have to study to breed the

Naseem was born, he had great beauty and qualities as a

best horse possible.”

young Arabian colt, not only as a SE Arabian. The traits

This was exactly the case of Naseem, something unique

he had inherited from his bay breathtaking dam and his

and exclusive with a royal pedigree that can match

legendary sire -a stallion so unique that he was used for

perfectly in every program of straight Egyptian breeders
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but that can be used in every breeding program regardless

and separate ideologies towards their own personal

whether straight Egyptian mares or otherwise.

breeding philosophies.
Naseem without a doubt could easily make it a challenge

Naseem’s show carrier after winning some international

to his fellow stallions in the showring, once again aside

shows became global with earning the Golden Straight

his experienced handler: Giacomo Capacci.

Egyptian World Championship title in 2016 and
the year after with his tremendous impact one of the

Naseem’s many fans have been waiting to see his next debut

most competitive show there is: Menton, where he

- and many more shall not lose that opportunity at they had

had glamoured the audience with his power as just a

once before to stand witness, to what legendary performance

young colt in the championship. Rising him high up to

they have been hearing of whenever he is mentioned.

a pedestal only a few straight Egyptian horses in the
World have had ever reached such a level before.

Naseem is genuinely a horse that has it all. Judges were
unanimous in their scoring, especially in head, body

After taking a break from the showring, committing

and type again and again. It’s a real challenge to beat

himself to many as a sire to many programs, with unique

him - as he close to near perfection.
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SLASHA AL RASHEDIAH
NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | SHERIFA EL GABRY by JAMIL AL RAYYAN
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Naseem is one of the most correct stallions I’ve seen
in my entire life and I feel honoured to witness such a
young and promising horse, that has only started his
impact on the Arabian horse community as a whole
-with a long road of achievements and victories of his
own and his gets.
During our visit at Al Rashediah Stud we had the
chance to ask to Rashed Al Jasmi:

TuttoArabi: Tell us your first impression when Naseem

PALERMO AT

was born:

NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | PENELOPE KA

Rashed Al Jasmi: As a breeder specially breeding

by QR MARC

SE horse I immediately wanted to pinpoint what
characteristics did the colt have from the moment he was
born, whether is was from his mere dam or sire or his
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NASHMI AL RASHEDIAH

NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | MAGHRIBIA by IMPERIAL MASHHAR

famous grandparents. But I couldn’t quite put my finger on

every passing wave on an sea of potential, quickly switches

it as he would switch from his dams charismatic pride as

from the best qualities of both sire and dam and his own

which he carries himself to the lingering look his sire used

grandparents whom already kept their stamp behind this

to tease the audience with. with every passing moment like

arabian horse world we call a community.
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NAZAR AL RASHEDIAH
NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | NK NAEEMA by NK HAFID JAMIL
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TA: Did you use Naseem only with straight Egyptian?
Rashed: I know Naseem has bred to multiple mares
around the globe, some even more non straight as
Egyptians himself as we know SE’s are an limited breed
within the Arabian horse breed. As Naseem has bred
many mares around the globe from the States to Europe,
Middle East and Africa. It would be merely foolish for
one to think that all of the different mares to my special
boy are only SE breeders. But I personally am a devoted
breeder to the SE horse but I have also mingled in the
dark arts, with a couple of non straight mares from
different varieties of bloodlines and damlines, to not be
a hypocrite myself by telling people to breed with my

GJ AMIRA DEENAA
NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | PASHMINA
BRED AND OWNED BY GLENN JACOBS
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NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | AL JAZI AL NASSER
FILLY BRED AND OWNED BY AL NASSER STUD

NAHALA O

NASEEM AL RASHEDIAH | NOWARA S GLAM
BRED BY SWEDEN ARABIAN STUD

as Jamaal, El Shaklan, Bey Shah, Padron Psyche and

deeply and truly love and care for. But I will let you and

Polish via Bask bred mares.

my fellow breeders be the judge of that.

TA: Tell us which are the best foals made by Naseem at Al

TA: Tell us about the show program of Naseem if you can?

naDeer Al rash
ediaH
When will he start Menton?

Rashediah in your opinion?

ZT FAA’IQ | NK NADINE

Rashed: In my opinion any coming foal is better than

Rashed: What I can say about Naseem’s future show

the other, so how can I decide my own bias judgement

debut is yet to come, and I’m not the one who will spoil

towards my personal breeding program and the horses I

a good surprise. q

BREEDING SEASON 2020

Standing at
Jadem Arabians

Mr. Abdul Rahman Al Jasmi & Mr. Rashed Al Jasmi
Director: Ms. Eileen Verdieck www.alrashediahstud.com General manager: Mr. Franck Boetto
eileen@alrashediahstud.com
franck@alrashediahstud.com
Phone: +1 720 369 0640
Phone: +973 6693 3839
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